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When I was in Junior High School, I took a Leadership class.
We were tasked with writing to someone who we thought
exemplified leadership qualities, and ask them what qualities
a leader required. While my classmates wrote to athletes and
celebrities, I wrote to the person who dominated the news at
the time - Corazon Aquino. Corazon Aquino was the first
female President of the Philippines, ending the two decade
rule of Ferdinand Marcos. It was a momentous feat and she
had a momentous task ahead of her, restoring democracy to
her country.

A few of my classmates received autographed press photos
from the celebrities, but no answer to the question of "what
makes a good leader?" I was resigned to the fact that I would
not receive a response from Ms. Aquino. She was important
and very busy. Why would she send a response to some kid
halfway around the world? To my and my teacher's surprise
I was the only one to receive an actual response! Ms. Aquino
stated "I believe that a good leader must have a genuine love
and affection for the people and empathy for their
aspirations. But, most important, a leader must have the
necessary moral rectitude so that he does not deviate from
the common good."

The inaugural issue of BAR magazine was based on Building
Authentic Relationships. This sophomore issue is all about
leadership. It is a great responsibility to be a leader in
business. Leaders are trusted to provide critical, relevant
information, and to proactively seek ways to better the lives
of people in their organization or community. We have
articles by proven leaders in their respective fields, and even
a business leader who is pivoting to the world of politics. All
have generously shared their wisdom in achieving success.
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business. There are those that are upstream

and those that are downstream. The people

who serve your clients after you're done with

them are downstream of you. The people who

serve your clients before they need your

products or services are considered upstream. 

For example, if I was a dog groomer, the

assumption is that my ideal client should have

a dog. Pet stores or adoption clinics would be

upstream of me, the dog groomer.

Downstream would probably be the people

who sell the accessories, the food etc. One

could argue they might be upstream of me as

well. Consumables can be both upstream and

downstream. 

There are usually more fish coming from

upstream than from downstream. The mistake

a lot of people make is they network only with

people who are downstream. Then, they'll say

"networking doesn't work. I did a whole bunch

of networking with all of these businesses, and

they never gave me a single referral." There is a

scarcity mindset in there...assuming that ideal  

I'm going to share a little analogy that I call the

“river of business.” 

I run into a lot of business people who are like

the little stick person in the diagram (yes, I drew

this myself). They stand next to the river of

business waiting to catch a fish. In this analogy,

the fish are clients. We will use barbless hooks

and catch and release. No clients (or fish) will

be harmed in the making of this analogy.

The way most people approach the river of

business is to stand on the banks with their

fishing gear in hand. Literally, they want a fish

to stick their head out and say, “I'm hungry,

please feed me.” If that happens, then I will cast

my line and I will hope to catch the fish. 

Anybody who actually fishes will know that this

is not a great way to catch fish. I hope, seeing

this analogy, you'll understand that it is also not

a great way to grow a business. 

The way I view the river of business, there are

two types of businesses relative to your 

Where Do You Belong in the
River of Business?

B y  J e f f  B o r s c h o w a
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that's how you get referrals. First of all, you

build the ecosystem with those upstream, but

you also build an ecosystem with those

downstream. You might be thinking that this

sounds like work. It isn’t, you really only need

to reach the magic number of 11 other

businesses in this ecosystem with you

(roughly half upstream and half downstream).  

The key to this is understanding who your

ideal client is, what they need, how they move

from the beginning to the end. We want to

play nice in our ecosystem. We are custodians,

we need to protect our ecosystem. We’re

going to prevent pollution. We're going to

prevent overfishing. We're going to make sure

that there's breeding stock that can keep 

clients are scarce. They are abundant if you

are looking in the right place. 

The river of business is not one way. Just like

in real life, fish will swim upstream to spawn

and they will swim downstream to live out

their life cycle. If we treat the River of Business

as an ecosystem. We can (and should) put our

efforts into building relationships with those

both upstream and downstream of our

business. Upstream businesses may inform

you that they just sent a school of  fish your

way and you should get your nets in the

water. 

We are custodians of the ecosystem. Part of

our job is to maintain our ecosystem. And, 
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spawning. We are in fact, watching over this

ecosystem. We don't own it. We are there as a

steward or as a guide. 

When you're building your network, you want

to think about 12 people (including yourself). A

total of 12 is the magic number. The reason it's

12 is if we did a monthly series, everybody

could speak for one of the months in the year.  

The reality is I don't know a lot of businesses

that can handle more than a dozen referral

partners. Your role as a steward of the

ecosystem is to pick your 11 favorite people. I

will share here that curating a list of great

businesses in your ecosystem adds value to

you, your referral partners, and to your clients.

If you understand who's upstream of you and

who's downstream, it adds value to you and to

the entire ecosystem. Most importantly, it

adds value to the fish. Instead of just randomly

dropping the fish back in the river and saying

good luck, you can actually say to that fish,

"you need to go stop at this point, this point,

this point." You can actually add value to your

ecosystem by guiding the fish safely on their

journey. 

What lesson did you take away from this

analogy? How could you apply this in your

business?
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Jeff is a Curator of Connections. He created the BAR movement to bring people together. All things being equal, we do
business with people we know, like and trust. Successful businesses hire Jeff to help them reduce the noise and get
straight to the projects that yield the best results. You can learn more about the BAR movement at www.building-
authentic-relationships.com

http://www.building-authentic-relationships.com/


Are you facing uncertainty in your business?  
Are you working longer hours to make less money?

Do you want to be able to grow your business in any economy?

Join the Pharos Business Black Belt Program to learn how you can improve
your business in any economy.  We follow a simple four step process:

Insight - gain a deep understanding of your business,
including critical success factors
Clarity - find transparency in your business numbers so that
you can focus on the right areas for growth
Growth - increase your business revenues and your profits
by reaching your Ideal Client
Optimize - make the most effective use of resources as you
grow your business

You can learn more at

https://pharosbusiness.com/blackbelt

https://pharosbusiness.com/blackbelt


Who is Jeff Cates and why should we want
to hear what you have to say about team
building? 

I spent 15 years at Hewlett Packard in a variety
of roles, including product management,
program management, marketing and sales. I
had a lot of opportunities to learn how to be a
great leader.

Much of who I am as a leader is really from
Jim Collins’ book “Built to Last.” What matters
is connecting people's hearts. Innovation is
unlocked often through serendipity. Servant
leadership matters. These are all the things
that I really learned from Hewlett Packard. 

Most importantly, I met my wife at HP. She
ran the fitness center and agreed to date me,
despite the fact that she said, my socks were
rolled up too high!

After HP, I went to Apple. I learned a lot of
other things from Apple around the courage
of carrying the brand experience down to the
nth degree, even through channel partners,
the ability to think long, and the importance
of being purposeful. But part of what I also
learned was how much I valued developing
employees. I learned what great relationships
look like with employees. What really
mattered to me, in particular, was that I was a
relationship builder.

How To Be An
Authentic 
Leader

A n  I n t e r v i e w  w i t h
J e f f  C a t e s ,  C E O  o f
A c h i e v e r s  

B y  J e f f  B o r s c h o w a
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Intuit came a-calling and said, “hey, come take

us global, build products in Canada, for

Canadians. We have the value system of

Hewlett Packard, and we want you to

pioneer.” I joined and spent seven wonderful

years there and really kind of advanced much

of my views about servant leadership and

great cultures from Brad Smith and the

leadership team at Intuit. That was a wild ride,

you know, moving from a North American

desktop app company, to a global platform

company with me exporting 

Canadians around the world to extend us into

new countries. The thing I'm most proud of in

all years I was there, we were in the Top 50

great places to work. In all but one year, we

were in the Top 10. Four years, we were in the

top three, two years we were the top place to

work in Canada. 

That wasn't really by accident, I would say it's

in the DNA of Intuit. Our leadership team

went out and learned from other companies. I

fell in love with that mindset.

At some point, I realized that I needed to own

my own thing. I was really attracted to the

mission of Achievers. Their mission is to

change the way the world works. Achievers is

the merger of workforce science with smart

technology that's actually nudging behavior

to a high service model. We are a thought

partner with our client companies and we

help them think about how do they create

great, purposeful cultures. 

What's your view of building authentic 
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employee relationships?

Hewlett Packard taught me that if you want to

innovate, you want to be really employee

centric and you want to innovate on behalf of

your customers. They pioneered the concept of

management by walking around. Just walk

around and talk to people. I'd be working late

at night, and the General Manager would sit

down at my desk. It was so impactful for me,

early in my career,

knowing that this person cared about me, and

they wanted my opinion. 

That's what I was born into, and I've never

really seen it any other way. Tech companies, I

think, generally tend to be tech forward, or

tend to have a philosophy of being more

modern.

Brad Smith at Intuit was the same way. If you

sent Brad an email, miraculously within

minutes, he responded. Brad also taught me to

listen with both ears, and make sure you're

taking action. That really is the essence of

servant leadership. If you are coming at things

with the right heart, the right intent, and you

want to do the right thing, the universe gives

that back to you. Your employees see that, and

they want to be connected to that.

Research in Belonging Models and

Engagement Models show that people want to

be tied to a purpose and they want to be tied

to leaders that are genuine and care about the

purpose. People want to be supported and to

be connected. These are all things that are the 



core of great cultures. I'm fortunate that I've

just happened to work for companies that

were really good at it. And I really don't know

any other way.

What are some things accountants can do to

start building authentic relationships with

their team?

I really like the Patrick Lencioni model on 

building cohesive teams. Everything starts in

Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Lencioni’s model

starts with trust, then builds to conflict,

commitment, accountability, and finally

results. 

When you have great trust, then you can have

healthy conflict. When you have healthy

conflict, then you can get commitment

around goals. My time is focused around that

model and being thoughtful around how you

encourage each element and where you are

on the hierarchy.

Start by building the best leadership team

possible on behalf of your customers. It's

important that the leaders are in it before the

team. I give you feedback, not because I'm 
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upset with you, but because I want you to be

the best leader you can be. 

I think when you can have environments

where that's cherished, that is what great

leadership teams look like. And if you have

leadership teams that operate like that, well,

that sets the tone for the rest of the

organization. So I think, that's really important. 

There are other core elements of what creates

great cultures or great relationships. Be clear

with the purpose, your vision, and how you

keep score. Live your values, and build your

values into how you operate. As an

organization, your performance reviews are

how you give feedback. “We made this

decision based on this value that we thought

we'd share. This is how we actually use these

to make decisions.” 

At the core, the CEO in particular, leads

through authentic, transparent and frequent

communication. If you're doing that, and you

show up consistently, other people see that

you're consistent, authentic, and transparent.

That will then completely set the tone for the

entire organization. 

Jeff Cates serves as CEO and President of Achievers, an industry-leading employee voice and recognition solution that
accelerates a culture of performance. After being named CEO in April 2019, Jeff quickly led Achievers to new product
and global growth. Jeff’s passion for creating environments where employees can do the best work of their lives has
helped Achievers receive multiple employer awards. Learn more about Achievers at www.achievers.com

http://www.achievers.com/




and procedures, and focus on the right things.

Most companies use online banking and online

accounting software. Many have a job

management system or operational system

that allows tracking of jobs, products or

services provided and these can be set up on a

red, amber and green basis.

The business owner can wake in the morning

regardless of location, log onto the accounting

software and see from the dashboard the bank

position, who the business owes money to, who

owes the business money and check the status

of the operational system.

Green means everything is on track so no need

to do anything; amber may need to be

reviewed; red may merit an email or telephone

call. All easily done in a short time and on a

remote basis. Then back to the beach or

location of choice.

That sounds fantastic, but like many things the

practicality of it is a bit more challenging than

Despite widespread expectations, the

Chancellor did not make any changes to the

capital gains tax regime and business asset

disposal relief in the Budget. So, what now?

Most commentators expect the changes are

inevitable and, sadly, I agree. We can safely

predict that the new regime will not be more

beneficial from a tax perspective for business

owners. Should business owners prepare for

exit? Should they sell now? Perhaps both. It is

down to individual choice and preference.

I like to approach it slightly differently as there

are many things that can be done that make

any business more valuable and allow the

business owner to have more time outside the

day-to-day running of the company.

As most of my clients know, I talk regularly

about creating a business and infrastructure

that allows them to “run the business from the

beach”, or wherever else they choose.

What does that mean? How is that possible?

Ensure you have great people, effective systems

How to Run Your Business
From the Beach

B y  C r a i g  A l e x a n d e r  R a t t r a y
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of two things needs to change: the team or

the business owner’s mindset.

If the owner is unable to take a holiday

without involvement in day-to-day matters, in

my view there is not an effective management

team or system in place.

This significantly diminishes the business

value and exit opportunities.

In general terms, a business that is heavily

reliant on its owner is worth significantly less

than the same business that has an effective

management team.

I have worked with clients over many years to

develop and implement strategies that ensure

Financial infrastructure with reports and

real time information

An effective operational/job management

system

A management team capable of running

all day-to-day operational matters

An effective cash management system

the theory.

It can only be done if various things are in

place, which include:

It also relies on trust and delegated authority

from the owner. This is often the biggest

factor – the owner must be able to “let go” of

the day-to-day matters and trust the team

that is in place. If this does not work, then one

� � � � � � � � � �



Management team

Financial performance

Financial management

Cash and working capital management

Growth and industry dynamics

Barriers to entry – Intellectual Property;

differentiation and positioning

Recurring revenue

Long term contracts

Reduce reliance on key customers,

suppliers and employees

Customer satisfaction

rather than the day-to-day operational

matters. 

Ten key areas to consider are:

If you do these things well, not only have you

created strategic value in your company, but

you have also given yourself options.

Yes, the Capital Gains Tax rates may go up, but

increases in shareholder value as a result of

focusing on these key areas could offset future

tax rises.

My advice?

Take action and put these things in place –

and enjoy your time on the beach.

that we are improving profitability, enhancing

cash flow and building value.

It takes some time and dedication, but it is not

difficult.

However, whilst that all sounds great, it still

leaves the problem of exit.

I have always believed that if the company is

profitable, cash generative, and building

strategic value within its own niche there

should be no rush to exit.

However, the current tax regime and

anticipated changes create a degree of risk

and uncertainty.

If the business owner is able to run the

business on a very high-level remote basis

then he is not integral to the day-to-day

running of it and that makes the business very

easy to be acquired by a third party or indeed

the management team, and to allow him to

retire without a prolonged handover phase.

It also makes the business significantly more

valuable.

The business owner should be focused on

building value and the longer-term strategy
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This article was first published on Daily Business Group UK on 15 March 2021. 
https://magazine.dailybusinessgroup.co.uk/2021/03/15/how-to-run-your-business-from-the-beach/

Craig Alexander Rattray supports ambitious companies and entrepreneurial business owners & CEOs by providing
strong financial leadership and expertise in Strategic Finance matters. He will show you how to improve Profitabilitly,
generate more Cash and increase Shareholder Value. Connect with Craig Alexander on LinkedIn
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/craig-alexander-rattray

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/craig-alexander-rattray
https://magazine.dailybusinessgroup.co.uk/2021/03/15/how-to-run-your-business-from-the-beach/




Cheryll is a born and raised
Edmontonian, tech sector
leader, founder of Innovate
Edmonton. And, Cheryll is
running to be the next Mayor
of Edmonton.

You may not typically think
of building authentic
relationships and politicians
in the same sentence. I have
had the pleasure of getting
to know Cheryll Watson and
can say that she gets the
power of building
relationships. I share her
story as it is relevant for
anyone who is thinking
about how they can improve
their community. Sometimes
we need to step up and take
on a leadership role.

Why don't you tell our
audience a little bit about
yourself? 

Born and raised in
Edmonton, I grew up in the
community of Beverly. I am a
proud Northside girl. In that
community, I learned how to
play baseball and to skate at
Floden Park, took swimming
lessons at the ACT Center at
Rundle Park. Later, I took 

three buses from home to
my high school. 

I stayed committed to this
city and built a family here.
My husband and I have four
children. They are adults
now off doing their own
thing. I built a career in this
city. I spent 20 years
primarily in tech and
innovation, first at IBM in
the late 90s. In 2000, Intuit
(makers of QuickBooks and
TurboTax) recruited me.
And, you and I are former
colleagues with that
awesome company. 

After 15 years of working
with Intuit, really, there
came the time where Intuit
said, it's time for you to
move to Silicon Valley. I had
spent the majority of my
working days on a plane
traveling from one country
to another. I declined the
opportunity, I did not want
to leave Edmonton. I love
this city. 

I wanted to figure out how I
could put my skills and my
experience to work for
Edmonton. I went to work 

Community
Leadership

A n  I n t e r v i e w  W i t h  E d m o n t o n
M a y o r a l  C a n d i d a t e  a n d  T e c h
L e a d e r ,  C h e r y l l  W a t s o n

B y  J e f f  B o r s c h o w a
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for the Edmonton Economic Development

Corporation. While there, I founded a division

within EDC called Innovate Edmonton, which

was really focused on creating the best

possible environment for the technology

enabled companies that are being created

here in this city. Recognizing that technology

is a powerful enabler, none of us can disagree

with that having, you know, moved to really a

virtual environment for these past 15 months.

Think about technology as an accelerator for

our business owners. It was very easy to do

that work and really rewarding for me,

because I was able to see the impact of the

work and really make a difference in our

community. We were delivering programs

and services that really had an impact on the

businesses that were being created here.

How did you go from Innovate Edmonton to

running for Mayor? I love the transition.

What was the spark for that transition?

I don't think it was any one moment, it was a

number of moments. For the last four years

that I worked with Innovate Edmonton, I

worked directly with our Mayor, current

council, and with city administration. I spent

hundreds of hours at city council meetings,

representing my constituents who were the

tech entrepreneurs and that whole

community. 

It was through these engagements that I

really began to fall in love with this idea of

public service at a broader level of impact
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and it gave me a really great understanding of

how municipal government works. I believe

now more than ever, we need an outside

perspective on how our city is led and how our

city is governed. 

Like I said, there were many, many moments

throughout that time working with our

municipal government that I said, now's the

time. Edmontonians are living paycheck to

paycheck. We've all lived within our new

COVID reality for the past 15 months. And it's

time for us to do things differently. We don't

need to bring the past behaviors, past

practices. We know that our community is

evolving, and so does our leadership of this

city.

Tell me about where your vision is for four

years from now. You've been Mayor of

Edmonton for four years, what are we going

to see different in Edmonton if you have your

way?

Here's something new. I think it's a new

approach to creating a campaign and to

creating a vision for our city. Back when I

declared in October that I intended to run for

mayor, really that was the launch of the

listening tour, you might say. That really gave

me the opportunity, it opened a number of

doors to everyday Edmontonians, people that

live in this city, and allowed us to have a

conversation. And my question was always

about what's the most important thing to you?

What are the most important services that our

city should be delivering? What's your vision



of a city of the future? 

A lot of what I'm going to talk about next was

born out of listening through the expanded

perspective and experience that I gained

from the generosity of time of so many

Edmontonians that I talked to. Their vision of

our city and my vision, our shared vision, is

really a city that works for all Edmontonians. I

think about a city that works in a number of

different ways, all the way from the very

beginning. From a very tactical perspective of

being able to tap on and tap off transit. It has

to be super easy to access services, like paying

for your street parking, or booking a swim

lane in one of our recreation centers. It has to

also work all the way up to the very

aspirational. How are we ourselves, as a

municipality, using technology to be more

efficient to apply our resources in the best

way possible? 

Some of the things that I've been thinking a

lot about are how do we apply our resources

in better ways? As an example, right now we

have garbage cans all over the city, like many

other cities. How are we using sensors within

those garbage cans to understand when

they're full? We have thousands of trees in the

city, how are we using drones to have a better

visual into the health of those assets?

There are many, many ways that cities around

the world are using technology in a way that

helps the city work. 

I am also hearing from Edmontonians, that

they want to have a safe and welcoming city

for all Edmontonians and that we need to

have a more equitable experience, no matter
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C h e r y l l  W a t s o n  i s  a  r e c o g n i z e d  c h a n g e m a k e r  c o m m i t t e d  t o  a d v a n c i n g  t h e  c o n v e r s i o n  f r o m
p o t e n t i a l  t o  p r o s p e r i t y  i n  t h e  e c o n o m i c  e c o s y s t e m s  o f  E d m o n t o n  a n d  A l b e r t a .  C h e r y l l  b r i n g s
2 0  y e a r s  o f  p r o v e n  e x p e r t i s e  i n  s t r a t e g i c  b u s i n e s s  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n ,  t e c h n o l o g y  a n d  i n n o v a t i o n
i n  b o t h  p u b l i c  a n d  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r s .  S h e  f o u n d e d  a n d  l e d  I n n o v a t e  E d m o n t o n ,  w i t h  a  f o c u s  o n
c o l l a b o r a t i n g  t o  c u l t i v a t e  t h e  t a l e n t ,  i n n o v a t i o n  a n d  i n v e s t m e n t  n e e d e d  t o  b u i l d  a  r e s i l i e n t
a n d  j o b  c r e a t i n g  e c o n o m y .  V i s i t  w w w . c h e r y l l w a t s o n . c a  t o  l e a r n  m o r e .

in this province, unlike anything that we've

seen. We are seeing more and more

companies being created. We're seeing more

and more new jobs being created by these

local tech entrepreneurs. And so I'm really

excited about that, because that is our future

economy. And that is really an indication of

potential prosperity.

What's been your biggest innovation that

you've seen in the last year?

We just had the University of Alberta Alumni

Awards. Yardley got called out for being a

leading innovator in their industry. Their

industry is lawn care and snow removal.

They've created a platform, so that these

services can be accessed immediately. They

are accessing trades people or people that

work in this space that are currently under-

utilized. That's super exciting when we have

an industry like lawn care and snow removal

that is being transformed by local innovators.

where in the city you live. We need to create a

city that champions "made in Edmonton"

businesses ideas, because that's what's going

to create a thriving economy that really helps

to fuel everything that happens here. 

And then, we need to do whatever we can

within our means and mandate as a city to

create a life of dignity for our most vulnerable

citizens.

What positive trends are you seeing in

Edmonton that are coming out of the past

year? 

There are positive trends and there is exciting

stuff that's happening. From my innovation

background, I'll begin by saying we've been

investing and growing and evolving our

ecosystem here in the city. For a number of 

 years now we're beginning to see some payoff,

we're beginning to see an impact of that work.

And so, at the beginning of this year, we had

record levels of venture capital investment 

https://www.cheryllwatson.ca/


http://rmhccanada.ca/fundraisers/support-local-businesses


Support Local Businesses...they

are the lifeblood of our economy

Do you own a local business and need more customers?

Have your business featured in one of our Support Local Business digital guides, and get access to your

ideal clients! We partner with local businesses to get you in front of customers who want and need your

products and services right now. 

 

What is a Local Business Guide? 
A local business guide is a digital guide that features businesses in a local trade area (for example, the City

of Edmonton) and highlights their unique products or services.  The guides are digital and easily shared.  

 

How does the Local Business Guide work? 
Each participant in the guide shares the guide with their local client base, turning the guide into a local

marketing cooperative.  If you share with your clients and they share with their connections, everyone in

the guide wins!  

 

Why support local businesses?  
Local businesses provide jobs, bring products and services to the community, and make the community a

better place to live.   

 

Who should participate in a digital business guide?  
ANY business that serves a distinct local community can and should be featured in one of our Local

Business Guides.  We can help you if you are looking for more clients or customers.  We encourage all local

businesses, large or small, to participate in local business guides.  We do not discriminate against large

organizations that provide local jobs!

 

How do I learn more about "Support Local?"  
You can check out our Support Local Business Guides Overview at

www.pharosbusiness.com/supportlocal.  The one-time investment to be featured in one of our digital

business guides is only $500.  Learn more now!

 

http://www.pharosbusiness.com/supportlocal


What is your philosophy on
networking?

Most people intuitively get
the fact that they need to
connect with different
people and that they need to
use networking to their
advantage. It is so easy to
overlook, because you can
get busy with so many other
things. Suddenly,
networking is not your
priority. The message behind
my book (TurboCharged
Networking) is the fact that if
you really want to unlock all
the other success principles,
if you really want to
accelerate, if you really want
to get in front of the right
people, and gain access to
new ideas, knowledge,
resources, technology,
money and opportunities,
then you need to network.
You need to start connecting
with new people, especially
people who are ahead of you
and have already achieved
what you are trying to
achieve. If you're hanging out
with the same cluster of
people, you're containing
yourself. You are essentially
sabotaging your own

progress.

Who is one of the best
networking connectors
that you know?

Michael Roderick is the
founder of Connector Con
and he is also the CEO of
Small Pond Enterprises. His
whole philosophy is based
around connecting with
people and thought
leadership. He is absolutely
incredible. He is the host of
a podcast called Access to
Any One. The podcast is
dedicated to how you can
get in front of anyone.. 

He is really well versed in
the art and the culture of
networking, if I can call it
that. He's got so many
different frameworks for
connecting and building
relationships with people. I
definitely consider him to
be one of the best and a
SuperConnector. Dorie
Clark, Gene McNaughton,
Don Wettrick and Corey
Poirier are also amazing
networkers. They just seem
to know and have access to
everyone! 

3 Key Elements of
Networking
A n  I n t e r v i e w  w i t h  T a l l a l
G o n d a l  o f  T u r b o C h a r g e d
N e t w o r k i n g

B y  J e f f  B o r s c h o w a
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What is the most important aspect of

networking to you?

I believe that there are 3 key elements to

networking and building authentic

relationships; Care, Value and Service.

However, I think the way people look at social

media is that they believe that by using these

tools it is going to give them an edge. Focusing

on these platforms and the associated

numbers such as ‘Likes’, ‘Shares’, ‘Comments’

etc. certainly have a part to play in networking.

But, they are just tools, right? They're just tools

to get you in front of the right people. 

At the end of the day, what really matters is

how you actually interact. You should be

focusing on your communication, and your

relationship building with those people by

coming from a place of Care, Value and

Service. That's what really matters. 

The focus really needs to be on the person. The

word networking is associated with everything

else except human connection. Which I think

is wrong, because the most important thing is

that human connection. When you talk to

people about networking, for them it's about

business, it's about sales, it's about profit and

loss, and it's about getting the numbers in and

the KPIs. For most people, networking is about

transactions. Networking is about giving and

taking. This type of thinking clearly highlights
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a short term mindset. 

I think there's a real simple equation, which is

overlooked and it's that networking equals

human connection. If you focus on that human

connection, everything else just falls into place.

I also believe that genuine curiosity is a

powerful tool in helping you build that human

connection. 

What is the biggest misconception you see

with people who are networking?

When it comes to networking, there's the

misconception that you need to connect with

everybody. You need to build a relationship

with everybody, they should all be in your

inner circle. You should be able to reach

literally anyone.  

If you don’t have a genuine need for a

connection, you don’t need to invest the time

or energy to start a connection or nurture it.

Networking has to be focused, intentional,

and purposeful. Otherwise, it doesn't work.

Instead of trying to connect with everyone, we

should be using that time, effort, energy,

resources, and even money, to nurture and

strengthen the relationships that we already

have and the few new ones that we are

intentionally choosing.. 

Tallal Gondal is a Maths Lecturer. On the weekends, he teaches boxing to kids, teenagers and adults. Tallal just wrote a
book on Networking (TurboCharged Networking). It's based on his journey of connecting, interviewing and building
relationships with Super Achievers. It all started at the start of 2016, when he was listening to a podcast and heard the
Jim Rohn quote, "You are the average of the 5 people you spend the most time with." Tallal can be contacted on
LinkedIn: https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tallal-gondal

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tallal-gondal
https://www.turbochargednetworking.com/


CPAs are under increasing
pressure to replace
declining tax and write up
work as these services are
automated and moved
offshore. The business
advice that CPAs have
always offered to their
clients continues to be a
huge value add. The
challenge is how to offer
business advice in a
structured manner within
the areas of the CPA's
expertise.

CPAs play a critical role for
their clients due to their
depth of understanding
about their business and
personal situations.
Understanding and
supporting the growth and
success of the client's
business is a great way to
build client loyalty as well as
revenue for the CPA.

Sounds great, you say, but
what services should you
offer? A good place to start is
with services that use typical
CPA strengths. CPAs are
trained to ask questions,

Guide the company to set
direction and keep
everyone moving in the
same direction.  
Advise management on
structuring management
roles to keep the
organization working
effectively. 
Facilitating management
meetings to identify
challenges and
opportunities and then
make decisions in a 

listen to the client and create
a structure to analyze the
situation. Providing structure
is a natural skill for CPAs and
is a valuable skill to bring to
growing their clients. In
addition, CPAs are trained to
maintain a perspective to
effectively analyze business
situations. What services can
use these common CPA
strengths?

There are several established
services which benefit from
skills like asking questions,
listening critically and
creating structure. These are
some common areas where
CPAs can offer value:

How CPAs Can
Grow Their
Practices With High-
Value Advisory
Services

B y  K a r l  M a i e r
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Steer the development of written

repeatable business processes so quality

products and services are consistently

delivered to customers. 

Recommend an organized training system

so that people can be quickly brought into

new roles. 

timely manner.

A great place to start is to help companies put

together and easily maintain organizational

charts for the client. Various forms of

organizational charts can lead to discussions

about staffing and gaps in management.

Variations on basic organizational charts

show the duties of everyone on the team or

the limits of authority. These charts help to

highlight bottlenecks or gaps in the

organization.

After years of working with many clients in a

range of industries, CPAs can bring a different

perspective to their advisory clients. The

outside perspective can be translated into

service offerings like facilitating management

meetings. By moderating discussions,

keeping meetings on track, and guiding the

team toward decisions, the CPA can add a

great deal of value to the process. This

meeting facilitation service can also be a

profitable line of service as well.

Internal controls and processes are a

traditional topic for CPAs to discuss with 
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clients. For young and growing companies, the

need for a comprehensive, organized, and up-

to-date set of processes is rarely in place.

However, the challenges that arise from not

having these processes can lead to quality

problems, employee theft, and billing issues

for clients. As an advisor to companies, CPAs

can guide this process and create value for

their clients. 

Software tools to quickly and effectively bring

these service offerings to clients is worth

considering. Software as a Service (SaaS) tools

are a cost-effective way to implement these

services into any practice. The SaaS tools also

make training the client personnel and

gathering information much easier as well.

CPAs are under increasing pressure to replace

declining tax and write up work as these

services are automated and moved offshore.

The author has used these techniques many

times over the years to help small and lower

middle-market companies go from stuck to

doubling sales in two years. Other CPAs can

provide these same services to both add value

to their clients and also to grow their practice.

CPAs have always been business advisors and

with automation playing an increasingly

important role, the opportunity to make

business advisory services a profitable revenue

stream is even more crucial to smaller

practices.

Karl Maier founded Abunden to provide practical tools for building great management teams. Karl has over 25 years of
experience managing and advising rapidly-growing, small and lower middle-market companies. Leveraging his
successes, Karl developed the Abunden Framework© and led the development of the Abunden Tools App. Connect with
Karl on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/karlkmaier

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karlkmaier


covers an awful lot. I went through various

steps. The first step was “how do I make payroll

on Friday?” We had to look closely at what

cash we had coming in the door. Then we

explored what funds we had coming in over

the next month. What jobs were we likely to

lose? 

I started pulling on the string to figure out how

we would rebuild the business. What does our

sales pipeline look like? How do we actually

build a sales pipeline that isn't just a list in a

notebook? We needed to be able to accurately

predict  whether or not we would have

enough revenue coming in to cover overhead. 

Generating revenue and having enough cash

coming in are two very different things. We

needed to understand how much revenue to

generate over the year AND when we would

get cash in the door. We had some systems

Blaine, tell us a little bit about why you

founded Dryrun and why you're qualified to

talk about cash flow.

I learned about cash flow from the school of

hard knocks, really. I started my first business

in 1999. Fast forward a decade and I tell people

that I learned about cash flow in 2008/2009,

along with just about everyone else on the

planet. 

I'm going to go into a little bit of depth here,

just to give you some context. I realized that

suddenly, almost overnight, we were in

trouble. Client budgets were slamming shut,

we were losing business. We had a lot of

overhead, including staff, vehicle leases, and

the whole works.  I realized that I didn't really

know what was going on in my business in

regards to cash flow. Fortunately, it wasn't

fatal. From my point of view, "cash flow"

The Importance of Including
Cash Flow Analysis in Your

Business

A n  I n t e r v i e w  w i t h  B l a i n e  B e r t s c h ,  
C o - F o u n d e r  a n d  C E O  o f  D r y r u n

 
B y  J e f f  B o r s c h o w a
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 between what the accountants are hearing

and what the clients are hearing?

We see the same thing. We hear that clients

don't have problems with cash flow. You bet

they do! They don't want to tell you about it.

Or there is a much different mindset about

cash flow between client and accountant,

mainly in regards to the different language

each group uses. For accountants, I think they

have to be able to talk in their clients'

language. They have to be able to talk with

them on terms they understand. When it

comes to cash flow, you have to realize that

the Statement of Cash Flows isn’t usually

current enough to be relevant. You could

in place, but it was a little bit sketchy. 

We built a really disciplined system to predict

cash flow, forecast sales, and how we would

negotiate deals and contracts. Everything was

affected by these real financial metrics that

we needed to understand.

I want to ask you about the apparent gap

between accountants and their clients. Most

accountants I speak with tell me that their

clients either don't want help with cash flow

or they can't afford help. On the flip side, I

have conversations with the business

owners who are saying their accountant

won’t help them. What is the disconnect 
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Now, I have a better relationship with my

accountant about cash flow. I get regular

updates via email, and it's very proactive. We

now have conversations about where we're at

with key issues. It is a completely different

relationship. I think sometimes if you've set

up that historical relationship with your client,

and then you go to them with proactive

advice, it is so out of context, that I don't think

the client would understand what you're

talking about. 

You can overcome that if you open up the

conversation and ask your clients about the

kind of struggles they have in their business.

Focus on the top issues right now. I guarantee

that one of the top issues is what happens

when the COVID subsidies run out. Offer to

model it out and to start working on it

together. That is exactly what financial

advisory is about - understanding their

problems and figuring out how you can

intervene. That can naturally lead into that

trust, where now you can say, “tell you what,

we'll make sure your bookkeeping is up to

date every week so you can see exactly what's

going on in your business today.” This gives

incredible value to the customer.

even have a client say, “Can you give me a cash

flow statement?” because they're picturing

something forward looking. Usually, they don't

actually know what a cash flow statement is,

or even a forecast. Accountants need to ask

themselves how they can bring value to their

clients. 

Can you share an example of how you

struggled to interpret the advice your

accountant was giving you?

Over 15 years ago, I was sitting in my

accountants office. It was around that crunch

time I mentioned earlier. My accountant was

going over our financial statements from our

last fiscal year end. It was already June, so the

information was six months old. I remember

sitting there nodding, but my mind was

bouncing back to that time. Part of me was

thinking, “I know, I was there," while the other

part was thinking “I don't know what the hell

you're talking about!” My mind would wander

and I'd be thinking that I had to get back to

the office and pull up my spreadsheets to

figure out what was going on. If they came to

me and said I needed help with my cash flow I

wouldn't even know what he was talking

about. It never even occurred to me that my

accountant could help with that. 
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B l a i n e  B e r t s c h  i s  t h e  C o - F o u n d e r  a n d  C E O  o f  D r y r u n ,  a  c a s h  f l o w  f o r e c a s t i n g  s o f t w a r e .  H e
o v e r s e e s  t h e  s t r a t e g i c  d i r e c t i o n  a n d  c o r e  o p e r a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  c o m p a n y  a n d  t h e  s o f t w a r e
p l a t f o r m .  B l a i n e  a l s o  l e a d s  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n ’ s  d e s i g n  d i r e c t i o n ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  a  b e a u t i f u l ,  f l e x i b l e
a n d  a c t i o n a b l e  c u s t o m e r  e x p e r i e n c e .  V i s i t  w w w . d r y r u n . c o m  t o  l e a r n  m o r e .  Y o u  c a n  c o n n e c t
w i t h  B l a i n e  o n  L i n k e d I n :  h t t p s : / / c a . l i n k e d i n . c o m / i n / b l a i n e b e r t s c h

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/blainebertsch


Contact Jeff Borschowa to learn more
jborschowa@intelligentstaffingcompany.com

or call us at 1-800-633-4029



What is ActionCOACH and why should
accountants and bookkeepers care about
ActionCOACH? 

Well, ActionCOACH was founded by Brad
Sugars in 1993 in Brisbane, so the organization
has been in existence for 28 years. It is truly
global. It operates in 80 countries and with
more than 1,000 offices, and we work with
18,000 plus clients every week. We have the
tools and knowledge that are practiced
everyday, and it works around the world.
There’s a great level of depth and experience
that's available. We have solutions that add
significant value to your business. 

I love the fact that you have such a breadth of
knowledge because I deal with a lot of
accountants, and they're looking for coaches
that are experts in the accounting industry.
You are that accountability partner for them.
What is the value a good coach brings to
accountability?

For the record, I work with a master coach as
well, because we're all human. Things happen
everyday, we get busy, we forget to do things,
or we get so entrenched in our way of doing
things. Some days, I want to be challenged,
some days my coach tells me what I’m doing
wrong, but that’s what helps me to think
outside of the box. In the ActionCOACH world,
we call it the “blinding flash of the obvious,” 

Do You Have a
Growth 
Mindset?
A n  I n t e r v i e w  w i t h
C o r n é  M o u t o n  o f
A c t i o n C O A C H

B y  J e f f  B o r s c h o w a
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where the lights come on and I get back on

track. Accountability is really about

understanding what someone is trying to

achieve. It’s asking them the hard questions,

and removing barriers. 

A lot of accountants think only an accountant

can coach another accountant. If you were

talking to an accountant today, let's pretend

they've just come off of a stressful tax season.

Their big comment to you is I don't have

enough time in my day to have coaching.

How would you address that comment? 

That is exactly why there should be a

discussion about what is going on first in your

life, and then your business, because your

business is clearly not doing for you what

you've desired from a personal perspective. In

our six steps model to grow your business,

step one is about achieving Mastery, which

include Destination, Financial, Time and

Delivery Mastery. That is foundational to the

whole business model for success. It allows us

to understand your business inside and out.

What is working and what is not? What are

your habits that you are employing at the

moment? What does your time management

look like? And what's the level of delegation

typically in your business? What are your

systems like? In our six steps model, level three

is about systems and the leverage it creates for

you. If you don't have the time to work on your

business, it's unlikely that it's growing at the

pace that you desire.

I'm going to guess you've encountered
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somebody who, when you walk in the door,

they literally have the word bottleneck

tattooed on their forehead. That is probably

the biggest pain in the accounting profession

because they hire people who make a

mistake, and the accountant has to go and fix

it, so it’s faster for them to do the work

themselves. How do you coach someone to

stop being the bottleneck? 

I would say it's a mindset thing first, and you

need to decide whether you want to be the

person that executes those transactions, or are

you the person who enables the process? Are

you the business owner that sets up and

recruits the team? Do you delegate well

enough that your people can succeed? It all

comes back to the business owner. If a

business fails, you own it. How well is your

business functioning in terms of processes? Do

you trust the team that you’ve hired, and do

they understand the job and do they have the

tools to do their job? Can improvements be

made to stop you from being the bottleneck? 

I believe that the "Holy Trinity" for a business

owner is a relationship with an accountant, a

business coach, and a business broker. As a

coach, it's really hard to hold somebody

accountable if their books are no good. As an

accountant, you can help your clients with

their books, but you can’t help them get

better. A good business broker brings that

value home and turns it into cash. What are

your thoughts on the "Holy Trinity" concept in

business?



One of Brad Sugars’ trigger questions is “when

is your business done? What are you working

towards? What did you have in mind when

you started the business?” Unfortunately, in

talking with business brokers, 80% of

businesses can't sell because it is dependent

on one person. If a business cannot work

without the owner, no one will want to buy

that business. Your business should work

without you. With your "Holy Trinity" concept,

working with a business broker, we, as the

Coach, would help identify who the person is

that's in need. The accountant has good

insight on what adjustments need to be

made, and we’d work with the business

owner to come up with a strategic plan. How

are we going to accelerate this, get the

business ready for sale, and create the wealth

they desired? Instead of it taking four or five

years, a targeted action plan would

implement the systems that would accelerate
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it to a two to three year plan. With a plan, with

goals, and by holding the owner accountable,

they gain significantly, and achieve what they

always wanted from the business.

So what's the next step? How can people 

 learn more? How can they connect with you?

What's the best way to have that next

conversation?

People who have a growth mindset and know

they want more from their business should

contact me via email. You can contact me at

cornemouton@actioncoach.com to discuss

your personal and business goals. We would

strategize together to determine what’s

possible and how to achieve your dreams. I

can give you time back to spend with your

family and doing what you love instead of

being ingrained in your business. 

Corné Mouton is a Coach with ActionCOACH. He works with business professionals to get the control, make the
decisions, manage the pressure, and seize the winning results they want. His clients unlock constraints to elevate
revenue & profit generation, team building, leadership and management, business development and sales. They identify,
and resolve, strategic constraints to optimize their business structure for sustained growth and success. You can connect
with him on LinkedIn at https://ca.linkedin.com/in/corne-mouton.

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/corne-mouton
mailto:cornemouton@actioncoach.com




Letting the 
Baby Go

S u c c e s s i o n  a n d  E x i t
P l a n n i n g  

B y  L a u r a  B e c h a r d

Tracy was enjoying a cool glass of lemonade
on the deck of their home. The firm had just
completed another successful year improving
top line revenues and providing them with an
income to support their upper middle-class
lifestyle. Tracy had been putting off the
inevitable – planning for a successful exit from
the firm, even though it was still a few years
off. 

Exit planning is achieved through developing
a business transition plan that addresses:

1) maximizing the value of the business,
2) ensuring the owner is personally and
financially prepared and
3) ensuring the post-exit life is planned

Exit planning includes succession planning,
although initially the successor may or may
not have an ownership interest in the
organization. Business owners often refer to
this stage as becoming “hands off.”

Sometimes succession planning happens
concurrently with an exit, and other times,
succession planning happens first, with the
sale of the business happening years later. 

Tracy’s thoughts returned to the past year,
reviewing both personal and firm stresses and
challenges. How does a practice owner know if
they are personally ready to take a step back
or sell their practice? Visualizing life after exit
showed Tracy that although many push
factors existed in this situation (health, stress, 
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no time), there were not a lot of pull factors

(hobbies, fitness, travel, relationships). In fact,

Tracy was rather ho hum about how to spend

time when the practice was in another’s

hands.

As Tracy reflected on her conversations with

clients, it was clear that she wasn’t the only

business owner whose life was consumed by

the business without having many “life

projects” to give her purpose after exit. Tracy

set a reminder to start exploring interests and

re-connecting with friends next week.

Another area Tracy hadn’t really considered

was how the transition would be managed.

On one hand, a clean exit with an immediate

transfer of ownership could give immediate

freedom. But the idea of a slower exit was also

appealing. Tracy had seen clients sell and

retire only to find they had empty, unfulfilling

lives. Tracy liked the idea of working reduced

hours and mentoring the successor. She had

learned the hard way that being a technical

expert was not the same as being a practice

owner. Tracy had a few potential successors in
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mind – one of their children was an option, as

were a few employees. Unfortunately, Tracy

had also seen many family successions go

awry and was concerned about going down

that path without an advisor. Maybe taking on

a potential successor as a partner was worth

considering again. Could a partnership be

successfully managed? Not only do partners

need to be on the same page with the

business and the financial management of

the firm, but they also need to understand

each other’s goals, ownership roles, and how

they will address the “unexpected” or “what if”

scenarios.

Tracy realized it was going to be difficult to let

“the baby” go. Yet, it will be very satisfying to

see the legacy continue and have the practice

serve clients under new ownership. She took

another sip of lemonade and started to set

new goals. There were many changes that

needed to be managed between now and her

exit. 

Starting today. 

Laura Bechard, CPA MBA M Ed, works at ProVision Business Advisors. Laura helps financial services, law firms,
accounting and bookkeeping firms stand out from the competition, grow their firm and plan for a successful exit from
their business. Laura advises on business improvements to achieve a successful practice/firm, a culture of accountability
and an aligned team with a fulfilling personal life. Connect with Laura on LinkedIn: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/exit-
planning-scaling-up-business-growth-family

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/exit-planning-scaling-up-business-growth-family


Your passion includes effective organization
structures, operational productivity, and
bringing about transformative change. Why
is that important to you personally?

I'm passionate about management
consulting, because I want to see Alberta's
economy grow. We are known as a Resource
Based Economy and we need to move to a
manufacturing based society. That requires
the development of strong companies. 

My business as a management consultant is
to build strong companies. I'm passionate
because I get to work with individuals who
are passionate about their technology. But
generally, they come from a background of
professional engineers and technical skill as
opposed to management skills. With both a
technical background and a management
background, I'm able to work with these
individuals and help them grow their
business by introducing structures that
compliment their technical skills, but
position them as as a confident business that
people want to buy from.

What made you decide to become a
management consultant? 

I have been running my own company for 25
years. I was an electrical engineer working in 

Management
Consulting To
Strengthen  
Your Business
A n  I n t e r v i e w  w i t h
P a t r i c k  B i n n s ,
P r e s i d e n t  o f  A b i n s i
S o l u t i o n s  G r o u p  
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the computer industry and started developing

computer software back in 1985. That was my

first company. We built three products. The

challenge that we had was that we were both

young, technical people running a company

with no management or marketing training.

We actively went out to look for an advisor

who could work with our business and help us

fill the gaps of how we should run our

business. We couldn't find one! We found

lawyers, accountants, even public sector

innovation groups, but they really didn't help

us run our business, or help guide us to what

was important in running our business. 

After 10 years, I sold my share of the company

to my partner so I could focus on completing

my MBA. I noticed that I left a lot of money on

the table when I sold my company. It dawned

on me that  there's probably a whole lot of

other technical managers out there that don't

have management or business skills. At that

point in time, I came out of the MBA program,

thinking, “What am I going to do?” 

I decided to pivot my career and move into

management, structure and process design. I

wanted to leverage my engineering and

software development skills to enable change,

as well as introduce those changes into an

organization. 

A lot of technical consulting organizations

start with buying the software and then try to

figure out how to run the business with the

technology. That's actually the cart before the

horse. 
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My passion is to help people understand how

to establish the structure and the culture

within their organization that supports their

strategy. We then move forward in building

what we call "super teams" - enabling 

 individuals in an environment that motivates

them to work and grow. Now we have a

learning environment. 

What's a milestone in your career that you're

very proud of?

One of the projects I am most proud of is one I

did several years ago, when internet banking

was relatively new. I helped a large Canadian

organization design and develop their internet

banking solution. It was transformative change

to the organization, which traditionally had

counter type services, or phone services,

around their loan profiles. We introduced an

entirely new customer centric approach of

integrated processes to support internet

banking, but in a bricks and clicks model. We

facilitated cross functional teams within the

organization.

Shaping people's attitudes certainly gives me a

lot of satisfaction. You see somebody come in,

you talk to them, and the next time you see

them, they're thinking differently. You have

shaped their attitudes. That gives me extreme

satisfaction. 

What makes a great management

consultant?

The management consultant and the 



management team basically build the

organization to enable the strategy.

Management consulting is not the same as 

 leadership. They're related, and there's

crossover, but management consulting is

often forgotten, and is consumed by

leadership. What makes a great management

consultant is not their technical expertise in a

particular area of business. Rather, it's around

building teams, building structures,

accountability models, delegation systems,

and other feedback and metrics that the

organization can use to control itself. What

makes a good management consultant is

somebody with soft skills, communication

skills, facilitation skills, and analytics and

modeling skills.

Lots of consultants, in general, are very good

at analyzing what's already known and put

together a report that says “this is what our

current state is.” In most situations, the

business leaders already know their current

situation and their barriers. A good

management consultant is able to model a 
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future state and show the path to the future

state. They identify the goals, what the

structure needs to look like, and how we can

transition from our current state to the desired

future state. 

Underneath it all, what makes a good

management consultant is somebody who

asks great questions.

What does supporting local business mean to

you?

Going back to my first company, we felt alone.

So entrepreneurs, if you feel alone, you need to

reach out to other people who can help you.

You don't have to do it all yourself. That's the

danger of the do-it-yourselfer, is that you don't

reach out to the experts who can help you

accelerate things. 

So to the local businesses, I want to tell them

that they are not alone. They need to reflect on

how they work with other organizations, and

get the advice that they need. 

Patrick Binns is the President of Abinsi Solutions Group, He helps businesses build capabilities, overcome barriers and
reach strategic goals. His areas of expertise include organization planning & governance, management & decision-
making frameworks, business process redesign, web-design, IT architecture, knowledge management, and project
management. With a focus on developing organization capacity, Patrick brings a wealth of experience and knowledge
of the challenges facing many organizations and the approaches they have used to grow beyond their challenges. You
can connect with Patrick on LinkedIn: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/patrickbinns

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/patrickbinns




software experience to understand the “why”

of bookkeeping. Yes, I can fix the problem for

my clients and give them efficient solutions so

they can eat for today, or I can teach them to

fish. I walk them through what they have done

wrong, how we go about correcting it (most

important for immediate problems), and then

give them guidelines on what to do in the

future.

My goal is helping people be their best person

when it comes to the job, whether it is using

the right software tools or by just having the

right processes. A lot of businesses don't have

the right knowledge base to tie together

software knowledge, with processes to create

the well-oiled machine that simplifies the

office side of their business. I love the feel good

moments in helping people make their lives

easier, save money, and be more efficient,

especially when I compare the before I came

into their lives to the after. This is outside of the

typical accounting function. It is more about

the business and people as a whole. That is

what I bring to the table.

How did you get started in business and

what do you do?

I came from the world of banking initially,

and then moved to small business. I have

always enjoyed the challenge of making

sense out of nonsense, which is the best way

to describe what I do. I truly love problem

solving where there is no manual, as it brings

out the creative side of me. I also help my

clients figure out their business challenges

and stumbling blocks in their daily

functioning. The ability to help people,

combined with my knowledge, allows me to

connect with my clients and create that “easy

button” for the business owner. 

I also focus a lot of my energy into training

people. I have a 12 week course that focuses

specifically on accounting software. I run

workshops which are more scoped in to a

specific area such as job costing or bank

reconciliations, and also, on occasion, provide

one-to-one training. The goal of my training is

to help people to gain the knowledge and

5 Accounting Mistakes
Business Owners Make  
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accounting software from QuickBooks

Enterprise to QuickBooks Pro (for their smaller

shell companies). They called me about six

months later because their controller was

quitting. The business owner knew that they

needed someone who could learn a very

challenging industry specific software quickly

and knew accounting, as the operating

company used this challenging software.  

Through the course of the next two years, I

kept wondering why they were using that

specific software for their accounting. Their

business really didn’t fit into the profile meant

for it. I had several discussions with them as to

why they chose that software and what their

actual business needs were. In this scenario,

they needed multi users (a lot of users) and

inventory with serialized tracking and a small

manufacturing component. In the end, the

best solution for them was actually

QuickBooks Enterprise (which they  had left

three years earlier). This decision in going to a

better fitting software ended up making all

the staff much happier, and ended up saving

the business a large amount of time (which

means money), as the bank reconciliation that

would take two days in the challenging

software now only took 2 to 3 hours. This sort

of time savings carried across all functions -

purchasing, payables, receivables, etc.

Another example is when I was contacted to

train the new person after the bookkeeper

quit. My client used QuickBooks Online and

the new employee had never done

bookkeeping before, but was a very smart,

Who is a good fit to work with you?

A good fit is an organization who has one

person doing data entry, bookkeeping,

reception, deliveries, answering phones,

ordering inventory, etc. One person doing

multiple roles usually means that an

organization is trying to reduce costs by hiring

the lowest skilled labor they can find. I enjoy

helping this person expand their skill set so

that they can do their job properly.  

Often, I find that the lower paid staff don’t

have confidence, guidance or the support that

they need to grow in their role. This is where I

come into the picture. I like the training,

helping them to improve and understand, and

providing ongoing support if they run into

problems. I have trained in every industry I

have encountered, often with shared

knowledge as they know their industry and I

know the software. We work together as a

team to build the end product.

 

I have also trained in bigger companies where

there are controllers, assistant controllers,

payroll, payables, receivables and purchasing

people. All people who need training in their

specific roles when a software or other

technology change occurs. 

 I suspect our readers will relate to some of

the challenges you see every day. Can you

share an example of a typical client for you?

The first example that comes to mind started

as a one off project, downgrading their 
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the year end accountant who charges more to

clean up your year end, or lost opportunities

due to inaccurate financial data.

Number two is hiring unqualified relatives. A

mentor of mine describes this very well as a

young single man goes into a bar, sees a good

looking, gorgeous woman sitting at one of the

tables and says to himself “Wow!!! She would

make a great bookkeeper one day, I need to

marry her." Just because they are a spouse or

a relative, does not mean they have the talent

for bookkeeping. The cost of hiring an

experienced bookkeeper, or providing

training, is far cheaper than a divorce.

Number three is ignoring the data. You should

get the reports you need, when you need

them, so that you can make timely business

decisions. There are many software systems

that can be value-adds to your accounting

software by giving you cash flow analysis, key

KPI data, etc. It is easy to get caught up in the

day-to-day work, and not take the time or

have the data readily available to look at the

big picture. 

quick learner. This was a very multi-faceted

project, as there were many issues the former

bookkeeper created. I could tell immediately

that she was a SAGE 50 user and that she was

styling her work to fit a square peg into a

round hole. The entries were troublesome to

say the least, some of them were

unexplainable. Over a handful of one to one

training and problem solving sessions, I was

able to figure out the entry and correct it. The

end result was a tidy set of books and a new

employee who had a greater understanding

of what she was required to do in order to do

the bookkeeping correctly.

What are some of the top mistakes you see

business owners making when it comes to

their accounting books and records?

Number one, wanting to be too cheap in

hiring. They hire people who have a very

limited skill set and no capability of

developing the skills on their own. Often these

employees don’t even like the work they are

doing. You are not saving money, you are just

spending more money elsewhere, such as on
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your business sometimes. I mentioned earlier

that change is hard for everyone, including

myself. Many years ago, I was that hamster in

the wheel, doing work I really didn’t enjoy for

people I sometimes didn’t even like. I was

advised to evaluate my clients on a scale of A

to D, and start eliminating the D clients. It took

me at least two years to act on this

recommendation because I kept making

excuses. Finally, I decided the only reason why

nothing had changed was me. I was enabling

the situation to remain the same. Over the

course of the next year, I eliminated my most

troublesome C & D level clients. It was

amazing how emotionally freeing it was to not

have the angst of the work I did not enjoy,

and, as a bonus, had more time to focus on my

business. By making this change, I was able to

grow my business not only in revenues, but in

a direction that gives me great satisfaction.  

My last recommendation also comes from

personal experience. Listen to what others

might say to you. As human beings, we tend

to talk ourselves into doing things that deep

down we know may not be in our best

interests. Then as time ticks on, we end up

making excuses for our decisions to justify to

ourselves why we did it. We then let this

continue on even longer, making more

excuses. Many times the people who are more

objective can ask the tough questions that

need to be asked. A different perspective can

give you the insight to make the best decision.

Number four is bringing in experts for their

opinion and then ignoring it. I can go into any

client’s business and make suggestions. If the

owners don't want to action them, they are

no further ahead. I understand that change is

hard, and that it is up to them to make the

change. 

Number five is overthinking. Making things

more complicated rather than keeping it

simple. This is a waste of time and brain

power and also distracts from actually

running your business.

What are some action items that our

audience can take today to improve their

business? 

Many business owners are too busy focused

on the direct cost of purchases, they need to

focus on the added benefits of the purchase.

For example, many look at the direct cost of

training, software, business coaching or new

computer equipment only as an expense.

Know the difference between a cost and an

investment. If a purchase can make your life

easier or make you more money, you should

consider it. Business owners have to be very

honest and critical with themselves and their

business, and look to where they can make

improvements.

My second recommendation is to be open to

change. You have to be willing to re-evaluate 
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Sal, what does it mean to you to support local
businesses? 

I think supporting local means supporting the
local small businesses within your region, or
within your city.

Why is it important for us to support local
businesses?

I strongly believe that we need to start
supporting local businesses first before we go
out of our region. We need to give back to our
community. I’ve always appreciated my
community and the local support from the
local businesses. When local businesses are
having a hard time, or facing some crisis, I
really want to be there to help them. So that's
what my purpose is - to support the locals, and
give back to them.

Now why is it important to you that
businesses have good books and records? 

I think why they need to have good books, or a
good accountant or bookkeeper behind their
business, is first of all, I really want the business
owners to grow their own business. They need
to do what they are good at, and leave the
stuff that they are not good at. They shouldn’t
pretend to be someone else. For example, if
you’re a local shop selling printing or gift
items, that’s what you’re good at. Let a
bookkeeper and accountant look at the
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finances and numbers because that’s what

they are good at. This way they will have more

time to grow their business and have more

focus on operations and growing their

business.

What advice do you have for the small

business owner who is feeling a little

overwhelmed? What's the first thing they

should be doing?

I think the first thing a small business owner

should do is leverage technology. This will

save them a lot of time. 

What's the first piece of technology you like

to see a business implement?

I think the first piece of technology I would

really recommend to them is having a system

or software to take care of their paperwork

and numbers. In business, numbers are

everything. If your numbers are correct, and

accurate, and it's taken care of properly, then

everything else will run properly. You could

start using cloud based accounting software

such as QuickBooks, Freshbooks, or Xero.

Second, have a process in place within your

business, or create a system. Maybe have a

CRM system for your business, or have

something that looks after the leads, the

customers being served, who's coming next,

and who's a deal, basically, overall, a

marketing and a CRM system.

Why are systems and processes important to

you? And how do you help small business 
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owners identify those processes?

I think a system is important because then

your business doesn't collapse halfway. If you

have a system in place, you can track your

leads and how you convert them to clients and

what to do with them after that. Do you have

an initial call with them? If so, that’s a system.

Do you send an engagement letter or

contract? That’s another system. The CRM

system will help you with that, but you should

also have a step by step process. What

happens when a deal turns out to be a lead

which turns into a customer? Do you upsell?

Do you keep that client for years? What’s next?

This is all a process that takes steps

 and helps with customer service.

What are some of the symptoms where a

business would need your help?

I think when they feel trapped is when they're

just starting out of nowhere. I have small

business owners who just started a business,

and they come to me with no strategy or plan

or time frame. They don’t think they need a

bookkeeper, or accountant because their

business is pretty small. Then, two years later,

it's a huge mess. I think when a small business

owner starts, their intention is always to save

money. But, 2-3 years later they have a huge

mess in their books, and that’s because their

intention is to save time. What they don't

realize is how much money they'll actually

save working with an expert. 

Can you share with me a story where



someone came to you and was desperate? 

A prospect approached me, and needed

some help with accounting and bookkeeping.

They indicated they were using an accounting

system and everything was perfect, but they

just needed their general ledger accounts to

be renamed. Some of them were a mess

because they hired a friend to do the

bookkeeping. Now, I always offer a diagnostic

service where the client agrees on certain

terms and conditions, they give me access to

their books, and I spend a few hours on their

books to give me a good idea on where they

are at and how much cleanup I

 would have to do. It gives me an overall

picture on what services they need. 

This client agreed to have a 2 hour diagnostic,

and two days later, we booked a call. I created

a report after my diagnosis where I explained

everything, what needed to be done, and

some observations that I had. He was shocked

because he was running a business since

2014, and never applied sales tax on any of the

single transactions. He was earning $200,000

and had $50,000 of expenses, he was doing a

quick calculation, submitting the specs to the

CPA and the CPA was filling out the tax form

for him without any further questions. So

every  single transaction, whether it was a
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sale, or whether it was an expense, did not

have a tax code. You can imagine how much

money he owed CRA.

The second part was that his books had not

been reconciled since 2014 when he was in

probate. So when I pointed it out, he was

totally shocked. The third issue was that he

was actually an employee of his own

Corporation. He was paying EI, but was a sole

partner in the business, owning more than

40% of the shares, so CRA would owe him

money. So, we just finalized a contract and I

will be working on this huge project, fixing his

books for him. This all started because he

wanted to save money, so he didn’t pay a

bookkeeper or accountant.

What's something someone can do today to

make their business better?

I think the action item I would definitely ask

them to do is to hire a bookkeeper or an

accountant if you don’t have one already. If

you already have an accountant or

bookkeeper, get in touch with them and book

your monthly calls. Stay on top of your

numbers, talk to them, ask questions about

your books. “What are my numbers? What's my

profit? What's my loss?”

Sal Rezai is the founder of Accounting by Sal Corp, an accounting training firm dedicated to helping entrepreneurs
succeed through cloud based technologies. Sal offers accounting and bookkeeping to small business owners,
entrepreneurs and service based businesses. Her firm also offers cloud based technology training, QuickBooks Online
Training, FreshBooks training, as well as DIY accounting and bookkeeping courses for those entrepreneurs that want to
do their own accounting and bookkeeping. Connect with Sal on LinkedIn: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/accountingbysal

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/accountingbysal




related issues. How can employers navigate

that, and, how can you help with that?

It is a trying time for everyone. There are a lot

of people living through loss and trauma right

now. It's been difficult for the parents who are

running their businesses from home, while

also dealing with their kids who are in

isolation or home schooled. As an employer,

how do you go from terminating or

furloughing employees to hiring them back?

How do you go from expecting customers in

your restaurants to go from wearing masks to

not wearing them? How do you deal with

distancing requirements when Covid variants

are prevalent? How does an employer

navigate this? I think a lot of people were just

stumbling in the dark. That is where a

management consultant can provide

unbiased thoughtful advice, suggestions,

common approaches or best practices.

Prior to Covid, a lot of people said, “I don't

need help, I can do my own hiring,” Is it fair

to say that we're now at a time where it's a

good idea to bring in the experts?

Dieter, can you tell us a bit more about what

you do at Abinsi?

Our focus is helping smaller sized companies

grow to medium sized companies. We mainly

work with IT and accounting professionals that

staff 10-25 people. We give them HR

educational support, assist with executive

hirings, and implement proper financial

systems to help grow their company.

Business and Human Resources professionals

and consultants are trying to help companies

grow or recover during these tumultuous

times. We advise our clients on topics like

payroll software programs, accounting or

bookkeeping services, or whether they should

hire someone to perform administrative tasks

including financial data entry. At a higher level,

we assist with operations and strategic

planning. What that means is we identify the

skill sets needed to grow their business, and

help them hire the right people.

With everything that is happening in our

world lately there will be a lot of stress

HR Consulting to Boost Your
Business
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hiring process, and not rushing it, usually

alleviates potential future pain.

Another service we offer is coaching and

consulting support for business owners and

team leaders. Sometimes the client wants to

talk about their business and get an outside

perspective. Some leaders want to hone a skill

or build up a competency. We can help.

So tell me about the assessment and what

does that do? What would it do for an

organization? 

The conversation starts with “where are you

growing?” For example, say that an IT

company needs to hire two more product

developers. We ask what do you want those

two product developers to look like from a

traits perspective? As an example, most small

IT companies don't have job descriptions, so

does a job description make sense for every

company? Probably not, but a job description

can potentially help everybody understand

what the job entails. That job description can

also help with training and development. It is

the same with completing a Harrison

Assessment; you will gain an understanding of

the type of person you're hiring. If you hire

somebody who is frank, and perhaps not

diplomatic, you would benefit from knowing

that in order to facilitate a productive

conversation when hiring. Harrison

Assessment also looks at a person under

stress. So people who are leaving their home

office and re-entering the work office, they will

likely experience stress. Understanding the

If you are a small business and you hire an

administrative assistant, that simple

recruitment will be more challenging today.

Do you offer remote working options, or

continue to utilize available office space for

your employees? How do you get your

employees to come back? What pay is

competitive when the office perks are not

available? For some people, working from

home had a lot of advantages - they didn’t

have to wear a suit, they didn’t have to 

 commute, they could personally care for their

children or aged parents and flex their time.

Going back into an office, well, I don’t know

how the average employer is going to say to a

new hire that they have to come in on site.

That's going to be a new conversation that a

lot of recruiters are going to have to get

comfortable with quickly. The caveat, here, is

that not all people want a remote work

arrangement, but an office environment. 

One of the services that Abinsi offers is a

management support tool called The Harrison

Assessment. It is an assessment tool for

bringing on new hires, team development,

succession planning and executive

development. It is based on  Performance

Enjoyment Theory. As you're hiring and

building teams , it's really important to know

what traits you want in that person and what

traits you want in the  culture of your

organization or team. When you bring on

somebody new, they should compliment

what you already have. If you rush the hire, the

culture will change, which could result in

turnover. So, being conscientious about the
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the use of Zoom and the explosion of the

digital world and remote work. There's a lot of

positives and optimism to it because a lot of

companies are starting to offer excellent

online training and education that we didn't

have available before. I think it's also very

positive for mental health as well. It's

incredibly important that people take good

care of their mental health and the mental

health of those that they're leading, managing

or supervising. We are seeing more of this in

conversations with clients. 

Education and skill development is the fuel

that propels a company forward ahead of the

competition. If a business owner is investing in

and helping their employees develop skills

and competencies, their company will grow as

the people grow. We help clients with

employee skill improvement and competency

development in a way that is supporting the

employee and supporting the business. This

provides value to the company because better

problem solving is done by stronger teams. 

employee's individual traits and their likely

stress response provides management

insights to better respond to the situation. 

What are the real, tangible costs of a bad

hire? And what are the less tangible costs?

If you had an employee earning $100,000, a

third of their pay will be spent addressing

turnover: lost productivity, time to recruit, new

hire training up to efficiently doing their tasks.

That is $30,000 per employee. So, over 5-6

months, as you’ve terminated someone and

rehired someone new, the costs are

significant. Supervisory and management

training would also be impacted. For example,

we can’t sit down with a business owner and

ask what their ideal supervisor or manager

looks like because that manager also left. So,

there are a lot of holes showing up in the

organizational chart, and you aren’t doing

training or development. It’s a very large

systemic problem. For intangible costs,

corporate culture usually degrades and the

high performers can easily find new work, so

they leave. The people who stay behind, the

survivors, are left hoping it will get better.

What are some of the positive things you've

seen in the last year coming out of the

human resources and business space?

With people going back to work, for them

there's going to be a bit of a regression to

what it was before. One thing that will stay is
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is guaranteed to grow your business more than

any other form of marketing, branding,

advertising, sales technique, formula, etc.

This solution is called…

Become the most connected person in your

community!

The Answer To The Sea Of Sameness

There are over 2,000,000 accountants in the

world - WOW!

It’s almost hard to even conceptualize this

number, and yet, the average person thinks all

2,000,000 are exactly the same.

“Oh yea, my accountant files my taxes.”

But we all know in the industry that

accountants do so much more than just file

taxes. The top 1% of accountants actually

become business advisors and are involved in

every important decision to ensure that

outcomes are structured optimally. 

But how do you stand out in a sea of

sameness? 

This is an ongoing debacle that many

professionals face, but there is a solution that 

What Every Accountant Must Do
In Order To Become The Most

Connected Person In Their
Community

B y  L u k e  S a n t a m a r i a
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Okay the solution sounds simple, but

unfortunately, it takes a TON of effort,

commitment, and time to achieve…

BUT, it’s so worth it that I wish it was a

requirement of every accountant in our

glorious profession to emerge as the most

connected person in the community.

But the connections are not those silly ones 



The name should make the group VERY

obvious.

Small Business Association of Paramus, NJ

Small Business Association of Lincoln, NE

Small Business Association of Torrington, CT

When you set up this group, create rules

around promotions, referrals, content type,

etc. and encourage all businesses who join to

announce who they are, what they do, what

they plan to offer the group, and what they

hope to extract as well.

One more key point to address is that you

can’t just set up the group and expect it to

grow itself and be valuable. Instead, make

sure to invest 10-15 hours a week to build

awareness and to create engagement so that

EVERY business is part of your group. 

2. Buy A BNI Franchise

BNI, aka Business Networking International, is

the largest organized networking group in the

world. There are over 6,000 chapters and

nearly 400,000 members spread across nearly

every country and city. The way BNI works is

that someone will purchase the local

franchise and then begin to go out and recruit

professionals to join the chapter. There is an

annual fee that must be paid by all members

and they are required to come to the

breakfast meeting each week for various

referral exercises. Each group can have only

“one of a kind,” which means one accountant,

one chiropractor, one carpet cleaner, etc. and

Facebook Page Likes

Friends

LinkedIn Connections

Followers

Etc.

that are often discussed...

Rather, these connections are with EVERY

business in your community. We mean it -

100% of the businesses in your community

MUST be connected to you if your ideal

outcome is to build an accounting business in

the top .00001% of the industry.

What if EVERY professional in your community

knew your name?

What if EVERY professional in your community

has benefited from you?

What if EVERY professional in your community

wanted to find a way to say thank you?

Well, that’s the outcome we are excited to

help you create and here are the top three

ways to be connected with everyone who

matters!

1. Create a Local Facebook Group

Facebook groups are a wonderful way to

create value for all of the local businesses in

your community and there are probably

already many groups that exist, but we

encourage you to create one specific to local

business owners.
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into his practice and because of the referral,

Bob will get 500 credits that he can use within

the dental practice OR at any local business of

his choice that is part of the local Lealzy Hub.

Bob decides to use 60 of his credits to

purchase a cup of coffee from a local coffee

shop.

The coffee shop is excited because it got a

new patron and a sale and the merchant

processing fee from Lealzy is 1/2 what the

coffee shop typically experiences and the

dentist is happy because he was able to

purchase the coffee for this patient and Bob is

happy because he got free coffee. 

Okay, this is the opportunity of a lifetime for

YOU to become the most connected person in

your community…

Do you want to own your LEALZY HUB so that

you can benefit from the financial

opportunity, access to all of the local

businesses, status of being the most

connected person in your community and a

myriad of other benefits as well?

A HUB is a local networking group minus the

business cards, breakfasts, referral

reciprocation, or events. 

For that matter, HUBS are a positive disruption

to the ordinary networking groups because

there is no limit regarding the number of

businesses in your group AND the fee to join is

FREE AND there are no breakfasts, meetings,

or business card exchanges. 

most groups will grow to 30-50 members. The

owner of the franchise does not often make

any money on the group, but they do get tons

of referrals as these connections become

wonderful sources of relationship capital.

As an accountant in the sea of sameness,

owning your BNI Franchise enables you to

have a different offer when attempting to

connect with other local businesses. 

3. *BEST WAY* Become The Owner of Your

Local LEALZY Hub

Facebook Groups are great, but they are not

unique and there are probably already an

over-abundance of groups in your community

and owning a BNI franchise is wonderful, but

it’s expensive for you and it has a price-tag for

members to join with tons of expectations as

well.

This is why we are excited to introduce

LEALZY to you!

LEALZY is a state-of-the-art reward

management software for small businesses

which is 100% free. Here are the five reasons

why LEALZY will forever change the game for

small businesses…

Here’s how it works…

Bob refers a patient to his Dentist who is part

of Lealzy.

Dr. John Doe has already integrated Lealzy
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 where 100% of the businesses say YES

because it’s free, does not require breakfast or

any meetings, and your business cards serve

no purpose. Owning a Lealzy HUB is the

absolute next level of local networking.

You can learn more here:

www.LealzyHub.com

Okay, we have two final questions for you...

Do You Want To Become The MOST

CONNECTED Professional In Your

Community? If yes, which will it be -

Facebook - BNI - LEALZY?

HUBS are broken down by zip code and postal

code (or a group of zip codes and postal

codes), so if you own a HUB, you own your zip

code or postal code and have the ability to

invite every local and small business in your

zip code or postal code to join your HUB. 

You might have 25-500+ businesses in your

HUB and just to reiterate, the barrier to entry

is ZERO (Free for businesses to join your HUB)

and the odds are, everyone will join because

they don’t want to miss out on the benefits,

camaraderie, and the access to all local

patrons. 

Think about your HUB as a Networking Group
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Dale Carnegie wrote How to Win Friends &

Influence People in 1936. Contemplate that for

just a moment. This book has been in print for

over 85 years. To date, over 15 million copies

have been sold, and it is still considered

relevant today.

Mr. Carnegie originally wrote How To Win

Friends & Influence People as a “practical

working handbook on human relations.”

Carnegie studied the biographies and life

stories of “all great leaders from Julius Caesar

to Thomas Edison.”

The book formed the foundation of learning

for Carnegie Institute courses and was

constantly rewritten to improve it. According

to Carnegie, it took “15 years of experiment and

research to create the book.”

How To Win Friends & Influence People is truly

one of those classics that stand the test of

time. I first read How To Win Friends &

Influence People as I transitioned from high

school to university. I promptly forgot the

book as I became immersed in my first year

university courses, or so I thought.

Fundamental techniques in handling

people (3 principles)

Six ways to make people like you (6)

Win people to your way of thinking (12)

Be a leader (9)

Fast forward several years (decades) to last

year. The world was navigating choppy waters,

dealing with a lot of turmoil and uncertainty.

With the benefit of hindsight and experience, I

read How To Win Friends & Influence People

again.

I was amazed to reconnect with a dear old

friend. Within the pages I found priceless

gems of wisdom that I had absorbed and filed

away. Carnegie broke the book into four parts:

My biggest takeaway from this book is that all

too often we forget the human element. Our

days are consumed by technology...our lives

are complicated by the many devices that

promise to make us more productive.

Technology should make it easier for us to

connect, not drive us further apart. I don’t say

this lightly, I have committed to focusing on

Building Authentic Relationships.
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I strive to find ways to connect at a deeper

level. I am focusing on quality of relationships,

not quantity.

I find it very interesting that like-minded

people are seeking me out. We are finding

ways to support one another’s personal

missions, and transactional people are leaving

my life.

I use LinkedIn as a tool to connect with people

in my network and find ways to bring value to

them. I am literally using an 85 year old book

to guide me. That is timeless advice!

The greatest irony is that a LinkedIn expert

told me I was using LinkedIn wrong. In his

view, I needed to “up my game” and add more

connections. He was mortified that I would

actually reduce my connections. 

My response was less is more.

I would rather have a tight knit community

that I can turn to for guidance, or referrals,

than a large list of random people who have

no idea who I am. LinkedIn makes my point for

me over and over when they change their

algorithms and features.

We can do more by learning How To Win

Friends & Influence People than we can by 

trying to outthink complex algorithms. And,

by focusing on Building Authentic

Relationships, I can honestly say I have

drastically reduced the time, energy and

money I spend chasing my next client. I am

learning over and over that someone I know

personally already knows my next client. My

job is to make it easy for them to find me.

Don’t take my word for it...look at your current

favorite clients. How many of them came into

your world as referrals? How many through

other means? I may be the exception, but

most of my favorite clients were referrals

from my favorite people in my network.

How much time, energy, and money could

you save by learning How To Win Friends &

Influence People? As a bonus, the principles

in How To Win Friends & Influence People

have spilled over to make other parts of my

life better too. And, that has made How To

Win Friends & Influence People one of my Top

5 books of all time!

Note: At least one of you is wondering why I

am talking about Building Authentic

Relationships (BAR) through social media.

The reality is that I am BAR with my tribe.

Those who “get me” enjoy the outreach.

Those who don’t will find reasons to criticize. I

am ok...this is a labor of love to my tribe. 
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Welcome to The Entrepreneurial CPA Series (TECS) where we bring you the best
and brightest SaaS solutions for CPAs who want to bring value-added services to
their clients. Every episode is an interview with a new solution provider dedicated
to you - tomorrow’s CPA.  

Click on the photos below to be taken directly to the specific interview on
YouTube.

Episode 003
Jim Hall
Tally Street

Episode 001
Anja Riemer-Grobe
Excolo33

Episode 002
Craig Alexander
Rattray
Excolo33

Episode 004
Blaine Bertsch
Dryrun

Episode 005
Moshe Teitelbaum
SHTAR

Episode 006
David Jenyns
systemHUB

Episode 007
Kostis Mamasis
megaventory.com

Episode 015
Omer Segoly
Cyber Unit

Episode 013
Jordan Vickery
Pixie

Episode 013
Celso Pinto
Pixie

Episode 017
Martin Whiteside
simPRO

Episode 014
Michael Platt
Inside Public Accounting

Episode 009
Justin Hatch
Reach Reporting

Episode 008
Greg Lepp
Rotessa

Episode 012
Colin Hewitt
Float

Episode 011
Guy Pearson
Practice Ignition

Episode 016
Guy Vadish
Artiffex

Episode 018
Shrad Rao
Wagepoint

Episode 010
Yoseph West
Relay

Episode 019
Zach Gemignani 
Juice Analytics

Episode 021
Tony Zorc
Accounting Seed

Episode 020
Ariel Gottfeld with
Cash Flow Frog

Episode 022
Andrew Hunzicker
Dope CFO

Episode 023
Hamed Abbasi
Plooto

Episode 024
Patrick Stern
Spotlight Reporting

Episode 025
Ian Howell
Rocket Coaching

Episode 026
Jean-Eric
Plamondon
Grants International
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https://youtu.be/w1finwlkUaI
https://youtu.be/yBQP0wn7kcM
https://youtu.be/5dOtxpHCQFU
https://youtu.be/-qnk3aNIWdc
https://youtu.be/Q-YPniJDnN8
https://youtu.be/mddTkKodvdk
https://youtu.be/0Hj7C5zMAoA
https://youtu.be/BZGZeqmL6BY
https://youtu.be/Hf2vUmG1GH0
https://youtu.be/8tMEOURwyBQ
https://youtu.be/CuPgn5jCEzQ
https://youtu.be/sKW_oWfycRs
https://youtu.be/12jGm3HzjWs
https://youtu.be/JQX-vHY5huE
https://youtu.be/JQX-vHY5huE
https://youtu.be/5pxH3x_gBSY
https://youtu.be/TJEuC_jOFoQ
https://youtu.be/-813ZfG6Xls
https://youtu.be/EV6bSljNmJ8
https://youtu.be/ANSv7R-uluU
https://youtu.be/K4RnRajz00Y
https://youtu.be/Ostln0HyqIo
https://youtu.be/WKGt_1e7XVU
https://youtu.be/rRq7Rm0OzTU
https://youtu.be/OTAZs79G4SM
https://youtu.be/0kCqsO1rcRc
https://youtu.be/mXXi_FQm6wE




Contact Jeff Borschowa to learn more
jborschowa@intelligentstaffingcompany.com 

or call us at 1-800-633-4029



BUILDING AUTHENTIC
RELATIONSHIPS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Building Authentic Relationships Magazine is a monthly digital
publication, showcasing businesses around the world.  Our global
audience is primarily the partners and managers in accounting
firms.

Full Page Trim size: 210mm wide x 297mm high Type area:
180mm wide x 267mm high Bleed area: 215mm x 302mm high
Half Page Horizontal Trim size: 210mm wide x 148mm high
Type area: 195mm wide x 129mm high Bleed area: 215mm x
153mm high
Half Page Vertical Trim size: 105mm wide x 297mm high Type
area: 93mm wide x 282mm high Bleed area: 110mm x 302mm
high

Quotations are available if you do not have material but would
like to advertise.   We can help you design your advertisement.

ADVERTISEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
 

Quarter Page Trim size: 99.5mm wide x 140mm high Type area:
95mm wide x 135mm high Bleed area: 105mm x 145mm high

 

The Digital Magazine for Super Connectors

Direct your advertising enquiries to
jeff@pharosbusiness.com



ADVERTISING RATES

Building Authentic Relationships Magazine is a monthly digital
publication, showcasing businesses around the world.  Our global
audience is primarily the partners and managers in accounting
firms.

Direct your advertising enquiries to
jeff@pharosbusiness.com

Front cover, full color picture or montage
Credit on the contents page
Full page advertisement
Full page of editorial
Hyperlink from the editorial in the digital
version to any dedicated URL
Listing in the business directory

One of:  inside front cover, inside back
cover, or  back cover
Full page advertisement
Full page of editorial
Hyperlink from the editorial in the digital
version to any dedicated URL
Listing in the business directory

Front Cover Package - $2,599.00

Special Position - $1,875.00

Hyperlink from the editorial in the digital
version to any dedicated URL
Listing in the business directory

Hyperlink from the editorial in the digital
version to any dedicated URL
Listing in the business directory

Hyperlink from the editorial in the digital
version to any dedicated URL
Listing in the business directory

Full Page Advertisement - $1,575.00

Half Page Advertisement - $975.00

Quarter Page Advertisement - $575.00

Note:  Ask about discounts for inclusion in
multiple issues of our digital magazine.

All advertisements are in full color.

Technical specifications will be supplied
upon completion of your advertising
agreement.

BUILDING AUTHENTIC
RELATIONSHIPS

The Digital Magazine for Super Connectors


